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A year or two ago I wrote a piece for Lone Warrior about refighting Mount Badon, an 'Arthurian' 

battle, using about eight different rulesets and comparing the results.  Since then I've discovered 

another set of rules for ancients - To the Strongest - and I tried Badon again using these.  I also 

went to a To the Strongest weekend at the Wargames Holiday Centre in Basingstoke near where 

I live which was great - great but weird for a solo gamer because it meant playing wargames with 

about twenty others.  I thought I might kill several birds with one stone here and describe the 

rules, especially in as far as they relate to solo gaming, describe the (two) Badon battles I played 

using them and share some thoughts on the multi-player wargames weekend. 

  

To the Strongest 

TtS is an innovative ruleset in that there are no dice - playing 

cards are used throughout, both for combat - which I find a bit 

swingy to be honest - and for command and control - which is 

simply genius.  It's the command rules that hold the interest 

for the soloist, which I think is pretty common. 

  

To order a unit to do something you play a card, generally 

anything except an ace (aces are low) will succeed.  If you 

want that unit to do something else you play another card; in 

order to succeed that card has to be higher than the previous 

one.  There are other factors like complicated manoeuvers and 

the influence of commanders which act as modifiers but in 

essence it's that simple.  So theoretically a unit might be able 

to perform lots of actions in a turn, or it might do nothing.  

That sort of uncertainty is good for solo play of course.  Also 

once any unit in a brigade type group fails, the rest of that group of units is done too - so you 

need to prioritise which units you will try to order.  I really like this mechanism and in truth it is 

the heart of the game.  

  

Combat is simple too - the attacker plays a card and needs either 6+ or 8+ (depending on various 

things) and the defender has to save - better and/or heavier troops save on a lower number than 

lighter/poorer troops.  Then the defender battles back.  As I said I do find this a bit swingy but in 

general it works well and is simple and fast. 

  

There are other rules too but that's the basics.  Overall, I think it's a great game and is well suited 

to solo play, mainly because of the command system which is not only fast and simple but fun to 

play with plenty of tension and uncertainty.  I play-tested the rules using the Battle of the 

Granicus because I'm familiar with that battle and in two games I got a pretty convincing 

historical result both times and in under thirty minutes each.  

  

The other thing I should mention is that the rules use a grid system (which they call boxes) for 

movement.  I simply marked out a grid using a marker on the back of a felt (hex) mat that I have.   



You just need to mark the corners of each box so it is really unobtrusive but the use of a grid 

eases and speeds play.  It's a love it or hate it thing I know but since I play most games on a hex 

grid anyway it was easy for me to adapt. 

  

Refighting Badon 

 

So how did TtS cope with Badon?  If 

you don't remember, the scenario is 

that we have a small British force 

defending a hill with a much stronger 

force of Saxons attacking.  After 5 

turns British cavalry turn up on the 

Saxon flank and in most games 

sweep them away before they have 

quite cracked the weak British line 

on the hill.  I played the game twice 

because it is so fast.  The first thing 

that needed changing was to increase 

the number of turns - a lot can  

happen in a turn but they can go very 

quickly as well. 

  

Game 1 worked out according to 

expectations, the Saxons advanced, got 

stalled long enough for the cavalry flank 

attack to destroy them.  Game 2 was 

different as the Saxons were more 

successful in the assault and managed to 

gain a foothold on the hill before the 

cavalry arrived.  In what then became a bit 

of a slugfest the Saxons just (only just) 

managed to hold out until the British broke. 

  

So, two games and two different results but 

the outcomes felt reasonable and believable 

in both cases and the games were fast and 

fun. 

  

As an aside - I also played Badon using my own home-brew rules and a Chess Clock (another 

article I wrote a few years back).  Again, the common result - Saxons swept away by the cavalry 

charge - and again it played out in about thirty minutes.  I mention it because of the chess clock 

mechanism whereby each side has an amount of time on the clock but the army with a poorer 

commander gets less time, which in turn forces the soloist to think faster and therefore to 

probably make mistakes.  There's a lot of potential in this and I'm still developing the ideas; the 

key is determining the right amount of time to allocate to each side. 

  

 

 

 



Basingstoke 

 

So last year, as a birthday present, I attended the 

Wargames Holiday Centre in nearby Basingstoke for a 

whole weekend playing TtS with about twenty others.  

As I said earlier this was an odd experience since I do 

all of my wargaming solo.  But it was also great and a 

very worthwhile experience.  There were five battles 

set up, all with hundreds of beautifully painted 28mm 

figures on lovely terrain and huge tables.  Typically, 

each game was three or four players per side, each 

commanding a wing of an army.  The battles ranged from Greek hoplites (Leuctra) through to 

Hellenistic and Roman (all historical battles) plus a fictional English Civil War battle using For 

King and Parliament rules which are an ECW variant of TtS (and for me even better than TtS).  

  

Games started on Friday evening and went all through Saturday until late Sunday afternoon with 

a grand dinner on the Saturday night.  Simon Miller, the author of TtS was present and as well as 

giving a very entertaining talk at the dinner, was on hand throughout to give advice on the rules.  

In the event a group of about six of us gravitated together and just went round each table playing 

every battle over the weekend.  I can't remember how many games we played but it was probably 

about ten.  By Sunday lunchtime everyone was exhausted, and the weekend began to wind down 

- I realised that I have a maximum tolerance for gaming and it appears to be around 17 hours!  

Every time I closed my eyes I saw miniature hoplites!  

  

Even for a hardened soloist the weekend was 

good fun and something I would probably do 

again - though not for a while!  And something I 

would definitely recommend for the immersion 

and the novelty.  I've included some photos to 

give an indication of the scale of the games and 

the event. 

  

 

 

 

 

Conclusion 

So, there you have it; TtS coped well with the Badon experiment and overall, I think it was one 

of the better sets of rules - certainly one of the most fun to play.  It is also well-suited to solitaire 

play because of the ingenious command and control system which introduces maximum 

uncertainty and forces you to think carefully while still being simple and fun.  I recommend 

these rules.  Even better, if you like Pike and Musket, there is the ECW variant For King and 

Parliament which while being basically the same as TtS mechanically has heaps of flavour, 

especially the differentiation between 'Dutch' and 'Swedish' cavalry.  Variant rule sets covering 

other periods are on the way as well.  

  

For a set of rules so well-suited to solo play it was ironic that I played them in a large multi-

player environment and despite this being well outside my comfort zone, I would also 

recommend this type of event for a very different kind of experience.  

 


